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Extract from:

 Excavations at Saqqara: Teti pyramid cemeteries. 
Firth C M, Gunn B G (1926)

Stratigraphy p.3;  Chaps. 4,5,6  - Burials;   Plates referenced by chps. 4,5,6
----

Stratigraphy  (p.3)

1.  OK. The Old Kingdom level of the beginning of the VIth dynasty of reddish sand mixed with pebbles
overlying the soft rock in which the shafts are dug.

2.   HMK. Heracleopolitan and Early Middle Kingdom dynasties IX-XIIth.

3. ENE. The Burials of the Period intermediate between the Middle Kingdom and the Empire and of the early 

New Empire.
4.  NE. The New Empire. Burials in sand and rubbish which had accumulated among the ruined superstructures

of the earlier tombs. Level of burial generally at from one to two metres above that of the Old Kingdom
except when the burials occur on the top of the Mastabas. These burials are often in anthropoid coffins. There
are remains of two or three ruined chapels of the XIX th dynasty and later. Shafts leading to rock cut chambers
(reused Old Kingdom tombs) forming communal burial places. Dynasties XVIIIth-XIXth and later.

5.  LE. A poor Cemetery, in layers of blown sand, of the latest Egyptian dynasties in anthropoid coffins (pl. 7).
6.  R.C. Roman and Coptic level two metres or more above the burials of the New Empire.
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4. TOMBS OF THE INTERMEDIATE PERIOD 

BETWEEN THE VIth AND THE IXth DYNASTIES. 

The whole area between the Pyramid of TETI and the great  VI  dynasty mastabas and the streets
between the latter, became honeycombed with the graves of the Old Kingdom pit and side chamber
type originally covered with small rubble or mud brick superstructures such as may be seen between
the mastabas of the cemetery of Cheops at Giza. These were the graves of the relations and servants of
those buried in the greater tombs. There may have been a few graves in existence before the Pyramid
and the mastabas were constructed such as that encountered when constructing the Pyramid drain, but
the Old Kingdom pits do not, as has been already noted, appear to exist between the Pyramid and its
temenos wall, or in the Pyramid Temple area, or under the floors of the great Mastabas. But during the
VI dynasty and after, all the available space was filled with graves, and access to the funerary chapels
of the Mastabas must have become quite difficult. 

The Pyramid of Queen Iput and the Mastaba of THETHU appear to have been built on ground
already partially occupied by tomb shafts, so that it would seem that the process began early; Of these
late  Old  Kingdom tombs  little  or  nothing  remains.  They  were  cleared  away,  the  contents  of  the
underground chambers, the superstructures and the pottery jars of offerings thereon, being removed
and piled up over the mud brick mastabas to the west of the space between the Pyramid and the
Mastaba of Mereruka. The beginning of this reuse of the cemetery may be put tentatively at about the
Xth dynasty and the clearance was made for the purpose of providing a burial ground for the keepers
and priests of the Pyramid of TETI. The bodies of those originally buried in the pits may have been
removed entire and reburied elsewhere as there are hardly any bones in the mound of debris from the
cemetery, although a few broken bones were occasionally met with on the floor of the pits outside the
burial chamber. The square pits were filled in again, the small limestone offering tables (pl. 11) being
in many cases thrown into the new filling. The Xth and XIth dynasty cemetery seems to run eastward
to the very edge of the plateau, tombs of this period having been found by Quibell on the top of a large
mastaba built low down and about 9oo metres east of the Pyramid of Teti. 

The  users  of  this  Heracleopolitan  cemetery  no  longer  buried  their  dead  in  the  old  contracted
position, they placed them at full length in coffins of cedar enclosed in great wooden outer coffins,
both coffins being decorated inside with lists and representations of offerings similar to those which
occur on the walls  of the funerary chambers of the VI dynasty mastabas. The small pits  and side
chambers of the older graves were therefore enlarged to accommodate the full length burials in coffins
but very frequently a new chamber was cut the pit being- lengthened or two pits thrown into one to
permit of the coffins being let down in a horizontal position (fig. 44 ). 
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1) Another fragment of the jamb of a stela of      .  bears the part of a relief from the Mastaba of 
Kagemni shewing that these mastabas were already in ruins before the Xth dynasty.

Fig. 44.
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The few burials of the period between the mastaba of Thethu (late VI dynasty) and the
tombs of Heracleopolitan date can now be considered. Owing to the destruction of the cemetery

to make room for the Xth-XIth and XIIth dynasty
tombs, these are very few in number and owe their
preservation to accident.
The stela of Satinteti (pl.  20, C; pl.  21, A, B, C)
looks  as  if  it  had  been  built  up  in  the  later
superstructure of the Tomb of Ipi`ankhu (no. 26)
which apparently usurps her funerary shaft but not
her funerary chamber which is cut at a lower level
than that containing the coffin of Ipi`ankhu. The
stela of Satinteti is of the end of the VIth dynasty
or even later as the offering table in front of it is a
reworked stone still bearing traces of the head of
Sesheshet wife of Mereruka 1l (pl. 20, D, E).
The Tomb of Khenu-Kanebfui in the Temenos of 
theMastaba of Mereruka may have contained the 
burial of Khenu who has inserted his figure just 
inside the door of the Mastaba chapel of Meri and 
who describes himself as a son of Mereruka and as
priest of the Pyramid of Teti (pl. 17, 2-4).
      In pit 81 was a burial accompanied by the

small stone ceremonial vessels associated with the Vlth dynasty. In pit 64 was a button seal of possibly
lXth dynasty date. It precedes the Middle Kingdom as it lay under, and owes its preservation to, the
mud brick temenos wall of the chapel of Hetep.

In the streets between and to the south of the great Mastabas there are then two periods of burial the
original graves of the minor officials, servants and priests of the Pyramid of Teti and the children and 
descendants of the greater officials buried in the great mastabas, the burials of the Heracleopolitan 
period and the early Middle Kingdom. These two periods are separated by a break, at the encl of 
which the cemetery was cleared of offerings and superstructures and reused, the burials of the Xth-
XIth and XII" dynasties being placed either in the burial chambers or shafts of the original graves, or 
in larger chambers, which could contain the huge wooden coffins and their equipment. The narrow 
lanes between the Great Mastabas were divided into sections by means of short cross walls not so 
much to secure a greater depth for the burial as to provide room at a higher level for the Stela and its 
Chapel. The high level of the offering place of Thethu and of the stela of Imhotep in the same mastaba
shew that it was no longer possible to have the chapel on the Old Kingdom level. The lower part of the
external stela of Kagemni must have been invisible.
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Fig. 45.
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   Three of the burials of the period of transition between the  VI  th  dynasty and the Middle Kingdom are
interesting as being examples of the burial of the statuettes in a small side chamber at the bottom of the shaft
instead of in a serdab  in the superstructure, as in the Old Kingdom, or in the funerary chamber itself  with the
coffin as was the rule from the Xth dynasty onwards. No doubt the small rubble or mud brick superstructures
did not give the necessary security to a serdab.  In the Chapel of Khenu the miniature  serdab is a small recess
walled and roofed with single slabs of stone sunk in the floor of the offering place.

In graves Nos. 213, 225 and 227 the small recess at the bottom of the shaft contained funerary statuettes
considerably earlier in style than those of the X1th and XIth dynasties and probably may be dated to the late
VIth  dynasty or to the period immediately succeeding it.

CATALOGUE OF BURIALS OF VI"-IX"" DYNASTIES.

No. 33.

Pit and side chamber grave under East wan of Mastaba of  Kagemni. 

1. Head of wooden statuette much decayed (plate 19. )

Nos.  64

Pit and side chamber grave under the mud brick temenos will of Hetep.
Burial. The bones of the skeleton had been disturbed and lay in 

    no apparent order on the floor : the burial seems however to have been 
    in the contracted position.

Contents. - 1. Button seal   ( fig. 45) dark green faience.       

 

Nos. 76-78.

Underneath the mud brick temenos wall south of the XIIth dynasty tomb of Hetep is an irregular excavation
in the soft rock. Its original form cannot be made out as one or more pits have been sunk into it and it has in
addition been  completely plundered. At one place limestone slabs were let into the wall rock and they indicate
that  this was the tomb of Re'hertep and his wife Heset.

No. 81.

Burial of     

On back head N. head turned towards L. shoulder.  Remains of wooden coffins.   Recess in  E wall  of
chamber possibly for canopic jars or the separate burial of the intestines ( fig. 46). Pieces of a canopic box.
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Contents. 

           1  Well made headrest in alabaster of VIth dynasty type with inscription (pl. 14, 4). 

2. Seven small stone vessels of calcite and black marble (as pl. 15 , A, 1 , 4, 5). 

Alabaster eyes with slate eyebrows which were originally inlaid in the wood of an outer coffin of soft
wood veneered with cedar. 

No. 146. 

Deep shaft under south wall of the mastaba of Neferseshemre' about  2.5 metres from SE. angle. A Vth
dynasty grave apparently reused later. 

Contents. i. Copper vessels VI-X dynasty forms (fig. 31). 
       ii. Eight jars of white ware sealed with plaster (pl. 48, A). 

No. 213. .. 
Grave. - Pit with recess at the bottom containing statuettes and models. The burial chamber 

is on the opposite side of the pit. 

Burial. - A few bones scattered in debris. 

Contents. - In recess : 
1. Painted limestone tub and bread grinding slab from a model of beer or bread making and 
dough-kneading scene. 
2.  Wooden statuette of a Priest. 
3.  Wooden nude standing figure arm bent holding a stall (pl. 19, D). 
4.  Wooden statuette of a Priest. 
5. Smaller wooden statuette of a Priest.

In burial chamber:
i. A few scattered hones in debris. 
ii Two pairs of copper vessels (as fig. 31). 
iii. Quantity of long cylindrical beads from a collar.

No. 225. 

Shaft with recess on west side as No. 2 1 3. 

Contents. -- All almost entirely destroyed by decay of the wood. 
1. Fine wooden statuette of a boy on base which also supported 2 (pl. 19, A, B). 

2. Decayed wooden statuette of a youth. Name on base Ipi in red ink word 

 partly carved (pl. 19 , A). 
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            3. Number of wooden figures from a boat. 

4. Very small wooden figures of servants from kitchen and beer making scenes. 

5. Number of small model wooden beer jars from 4. 

6. 'Three standing statuettes of deceased. 

7. Seated figure of a woman roasting a goose. 

No. 227. 

Grave. - Pit with end chamber and small side recess in west wall at bottom of pit ( fig. L17 ). 
Contents of recess. 'Three completely decayed wooden statuettes. 

Burial. 

lame. Ptahemhel 

On  back  originally  wrapped  in  linen  head  N.  in  rectangular  wooden  coffin  sunk  in  recess  in  floor.

Ptahemhet was past middle age and 1 m. 95 in height.
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The coffin was fastened together with copper strips. Eyes at side of coffin. Inside of coffin entirely 
covered with incised representations and lists of offerings, apparently unpainted. 

At side of coffin : 

i. Large bowl red painted and polished ware ( fig. lt8 ). 

ii. Small bowl red painted and polished ware. 
iii. Jar red painted and polished ware (fig. 8). 

OFFERING PLACE OF KHENU-THEMI. 

This small chapel of which only the offering tables and the small serdab remain, was built against the
outside of the temenos wall of the mastaba of Mereruka. The
outside of the Temenos wall being covered with the figure and
titles  of  Mereruka  was  carefully  whitewashed  where  it  was
included. in, and formed the north wall of the offering place.
The offering table has been inserted under the wall temenos,
the foundation stones having been taken out for the purpose.
The serdab was a small pit or recess sunk in the ground at the
south  end of  the  offering  table,  and walled  and roofed with
single slabs of limestone. A groove in the offering table runs
under the temenos wall and apparently connects with a pit on

the inside (pl. 17, A, B ). 

Contents of serdab (pl. 17, C) ( fig. fig) : 

1. Statuette of wood. 

2. Statuette of wood figure of a priest walking, name Khenu (pl. 17, F). 
3. Statuette of wood, figure of Khenu. 

In debris above serdab : 

i. Small limestone obelisk and base, inscribed (pl. 17, E).

Inside the Temenos wall of Mereruka and just to the north of the offering place of Khenu II is a 
limestone stela to Khenu (pl. 17, B). This stela was covered with whitewash applied apparently when a 
later burial in pit 224  was made just in front of it. The identification of the position of the burial 
chamber connected with this stela is uncertain, but it may possibly be shaft No. 223. 'The two Khenu's 
were probably related and one of them may be the son of Mereruka in the latter's tomb chapel (pl. 17, 
D).
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 5. THE HERACLEOPOLITAN PERIOD. 

In the VI th dynasty the models of servants cooks potters, etc., are generally made in limestone painted 
in the appropriate colours. The position of these when not placed in a serdab is generally in a recess in 
the side or at the bottom of the shaft as if the small superstructure was not always considered 
sufficient to protect a serdab. Occasionally figures of wood and stone are found together, then wood 
figures imitating those of stone. Finally in the Heracleopolitan period the figures are combined into 
groups and each group is provided with a kitchen or shop. The small recess in the wail of the shaft 
was too small to contain these boats, granaries, shops and kitchens and they are in the Xth-XIIth 
dynasty placed with the coffin which they may have surrounded during some kind of lying in state. 
Possibly these models originated as sacrificial substitutes for the servants and workmen of the dead 
man. In provincial centres this funerary custom lasted well into the Middle Kingdom but is not typical
of the better class of burials at Saqqara and Dahsur which seem to copy the royal burials of the XII 
dynasty in the latter cemetery. Changes in funerary custom begin always in the Royal tombs and work
downwards. It is for this reason that the coffins of the Xth-XIth dynasties have versions of the 
Pyramid texts once the prerogative of the Kings of the VI dynasty. The coffin becomes a small 
funerary chamber which a man could count on having in readiness against the day of his death, and 
which avoided the labour of plastering and decorating the walls of an underground chamber cut in 
inferior  rock. 

The funerary chamber of the Mastaba of Dashri now preserved in the Cairo Museum is an example of 
the type of tomb from which the outer wooden sarcophagus with painted lists of offerings and funerary
texts was evolved. The difference is one of material and not of size. The wooden Heracleopolitan 
coffins are provided with a painted representation of a door-way exactly as in a tomb chamber hut no 
attempt is yet made to give the outside of the coffin the appearance of a house front. The inner coffin 
of finer wood is decorated internally in much the same fashion and it represents the sarcophagus of the 
Vlth dynasty. It contained the mummy as yet not of anthropoid form hut having a gilt and painted 
cartonnage head piece. Beside the outer coffin was deposited the canopic box which is of the same 
workmanship as the inner coffin hut without internal decoration. The canopic boxes have four 
compartments not for jars hut to contain the viscera wrapped in linen or placed in linen bags. In the 
period immediately succeeding the VI dynasty the canopic jars are of plain limestone with plain 
circular stoppers and are often buried in a floor recess under or at the side of the coffin. 

The wooden models of servants and artisans which are the great feature of the Heracleopolitan
burials and which continue the earlier limestone statuettes of retainers, scribes and cooks are from
1/12th to 1/24th  life size. 'They are combined in groups generally in appropriate houses and shops and
are shewn engaged in the everyday activities of life boats and boatmen, carpenters, metal workers,
cooks, butchers, beer makers, weavers and so on. There are one or more women carrying birds in their
hands or with baskets on their heads as if bringing offerings to 
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the  tomb  from  the  farms  of  the  deceased.  Sometimes  a  whole  procession  of  offering  bearers
accompanied by a priest is provided. The Ka statues are replaced by one or more small statuettes of
the owner of the tomb of similar workmanship and but little larger than those of the servants and
artizans. The pottery laid by the coffin is somewhat uninteresting, large bowls containing veal hones
and situla being the most usual types.

In the inner coffin the mummy was laid on the left side the head being supported by an alabaster or 
wooden pillow or head rest. The body which consists of little more than the bones is usually wrapped in
an enormous amount of linen, the body being padded out with folded napkins and large sheets with 
fringed ends held in place with wide tapes or bandages. The head is encased in a mask of painted and 
gilt plaster and linen descending to the shoulders. The wig is painted blue the face white, red or gold 
with the features in blue and black, on the neck is a painted copy of the collar decorating the mummy 
itself, of cylindrical green glazed steatite or faience beads with carnelian pendants, the collar being 
sometimes provided with a counterpoise of similar beads behind the neck. The whole collar is fastened 
to the shoulders with semicircular pieces of gilt wood, faience or glazed steatite. 'These collars are 
copies in a cheaper material or ceremonial survivals of those of the VI" dynasty which seem to have 
been composed of quite small cylindrical beads of steatite, green felspar, gold, carnelian and la pis 
lazuli. The carnelian pendants are sometimes gilt at the point of suspension as if to imitate a gold 
setting. The earliest pendants resemble grasshoppers or beetles and it is possible that collars were once 
decorated with the wing cases or the dried bodies of insects, while the cylindrical beads may be 
imitations of straw or quill work of some kind. At the side of the mummy within the inner coffin are a 
number of ceremonial staves and hows, copies or models of those used in actual life. One staff is often 
carved in wood to represent a measuring reed. A curious object is a piece of wood of uncertain use 
shaped somewhat like a boomerang which it possibly represents. 

Beneath  the  head of  the  mummy is  an alabaster  or  wooden headrest  hearing  the  name of  the
deceased.  These  headrests  are  for  supporting  the  head when the  person lies  on his  side.  On un-
wrapping the mummy the last bandages next the skin are generally found to have been soaked in a
resinous or waxy liquid of yellow colour perhaps either oil of cedar or the turpentine from the Pistachia
terebinthus  which has become oxidised or dry from evaporation.  The body consists of nothing but
bones muscle and skin, everything else has been removed. On the chest the embalmers placed a small
gilt wooden dummy vase of hes form and in the palm of one hand a      of the same material and a
carnelian barrel shaped bead on a string in the other. Gilt copper bracelets or bracelets of beads of the
same kind as those used in the collar are sometimes added. Round the neck is a string with a barrel
shaped carnelian bead between two of green glazed steatite or faience. 

The whole equipment is ceremonial, nothing that was ever used in life appears to have been buried. 
It is the great man's burial of the VI dynasty brought within the means of the well-todo by the use of 
dummy ornaments and of cheaper materials. Everything which a great noble of the VI" dynasty had in 
his tomb is provided in miniature. In addition, versions of the Pyramid texts which in the VI" dynasty 
only the Kings were privileged to use, are inscribed on these middle class Heracleopolitan coffins. 
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The first burials of this period which were excavated, lie in the street between the Mastaba of· 
Kagemni and Mastaba A. The pits in the northern third of this street had been cleared out by Lepsius 
who found therein coffins of the Xth dynasty identical in style with those found in other pits to the east 
and south of the Mastaba of Kagemni. Lepsius also records a few burials of the New Empire and noted 
( although he did not realize its significance) the North-East angle of the Mastaba bearing the names of 
Kagemni. 

He also copied the jamb of a stela of the period between the VI" and the X dynasty which is still
standing. Lepsius' notes are full and accurate and his sketch plan completes the record of this corner of
the Cemetery. 

The  stelae  which  once  stood  on  the  east  side  of  the  superstructures  of  the  Vlth  dynasty  and
Heracleopolitan tombs were found scattered and broken. They will be found fully described by Mr.
Battiscombe Gunn in his report on the Inscriptions. 

BURIALS OF THE HERACLEOPOLITAN TYPE 

IN THE IX", X" AND XI" DYNASTIES AND THE EARLY MIDDLE KINGDOM = HMK. 

No. 10. 

Grave. - Large side chamber (p. 33, A, 1). 
Burials. A and B. On left sides heads N. in rectangular wooden coffins of which only traces 

remain. 
Contents : 

1 . Necklace or collar of green glazed steatite cylindrical beads. 
2. Jar of red ware sealed with mud. · 

3. Jar of red ware sealed with mud. 
 4 Wooden headrest. 
5. Clasp of 1. 
6. Quantity of small cylindrical green glazed steatite beads probably part of 1. 
7-8. Two .large bowls of red ware containing bones of veal. 
9. Shell. 
10 Statuette of female offering bearer. 
11-12. Two much decayed wooden boats.

No. 42.· 

Shaft and side chamber.
Burial. In thick wooden coffin completely decayed. A fragment from lid bore beginning of prayer
to Osiris. The name of deceased is illegible but the cartouche of Teti could be made out. The tomb is 
probably that of one of the keepers of the Pyramid. 
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No. 44

Rectangular coffin 1.20 metres from surface in filling of an earlier· shaft. 

i. Quantity of green faience cylindrical beads from a collar. 

ii. Green glazed scarab of early type ( pl. lee 6 , A, 8, 9 ). 

Upper part of shaft 45. 

Large heavy rectangular wooden coffin painted yellow much decayed enclosing inner rectangular 
coffin with traces of inscription in blue. 

Male body on L. side head N. wrapped in a quantity of linen including several fringed shawls 
or napkins one of which bears traces of a hieratic inscription. 

1. On chest was a collar of green faience cylindrical beads. 
2. At head wooden pillow. 
The burial had been made in the pit of an earlier tomb. The earlier burial had been made in a side

chamber on the E. side of the shaft and probably dates from the period VIth-Xth dynasties. 

No. 45. 

Burial. In side chamber. 

Body lay on L. side head N. in a much decayed rectangular coffin. In floor of grave under legs of
burial was a square recess lined with grey clay and covered with a large dish containing four limestone
canopic jars originally sealed with grey clay. 

Contents. 
1-3. Jars. 
4-8. Small saucers. · 
9. Alabaster pillow (pl. 1i, 6). 
10 Quantity of green glazed cylindrical beads from a collar. 
11 Remains of plaster mask painted blue. 
12. Alabaster eyes and grey paste pupils from side of coffin.

 
No. 46. 

Pit and side chamber grave containing : 

i. Quantity of pottery of Xth  XIth dynasty date.

ii. Green glazed cylindrical heads from a collar.

iii. Small fragment of copper inscribed. 
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No. 47.

Pit and side chamber grave.

Burial. Two skeletons A, B. A on back head N. in rectangular wooden coffin with traces of 
inscription inside

                        and prayer to Osiris and name
B on R. side head N

er : 

Contents. 
1. At head of coffin A, quantity of pottery ( fig. 50). 
2. At foot of A. large dish with bones of a calf and jar.

Second burial in- an old pit which existed before the construction of the Chapel of Hetep. 'The paved
floor of the pillared court had been broken through apparently after the Chapel had become ruinous and
a burial in a plain rectangular coffin (late Middle Kingdom) made in the earlier tomb on a heap of
debris. The first burial was removed some of the pottery may be from the earlier burial.

HERACLEOPOLITAN MIDDLE KINGDOM. 1.

Rectangular coffin painted yellow inscription on lid and sides in white paint name Heruemsaf. The coffin had
been partly destroyed by a small chapel or room built to the NW. of it. The face of the burial was covered by 
a plaster mask with features outlined in black.
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HMK. 2. 

Rectangular wooden coffin head N. At side of coffin a granary and kitchen with two boats under them.
All were much decayed the burial having been made in loose soil on the top of the mud brick mastaba A
(pl. 33, C, D). 

HMK. 3. 

Rectangular yellow painted coffin lying N. and S. against W. wall of Mastaba of Neferseshemre' traces
of line of inscription in blue on lid and sides. At head of coffin were two much decayed figures of offering
bearers. Burial lay on L. side wrapped in linen with head on wooden pillow. Traces of plaster mask on
face. 

HMK. A. 

Rectangular wood coffin with remains of a boat at foot. Head N. burial wrapped in linen and 
on L. side. 

i. Wooden headrest under head, black ink inscription. 
ii. Quantity of green glazed cylindrical beads and one carnelian ball bead. 
Decayed rectangular wooden coffin on floor of destroyed Mastaba E. 
i. Button seal with design of two gazelles (pl. 45, D, so). 

HMK. 5. 

Remains of a burial accompanied by decayed models of boats and granary. This burial seems to have
been made after the destruction of Mastaba E which was presumably used as a quarry by Hetep and ll;iy.
These burials with boats are therefore not earlier than the beginning of the XIIth dynasty. 

A small stela of Imhotep has been let into the Mastaba of Thethu and a pit dug behind it. 
The pit may originally have been prepared for some member of the family of Thethu. It terminated in two
burial chambers on each side of the pit. From the northern room came fragments of a Xth-XIIth dynasty
wooden coffin originally painted yellow with inscription in green-filled incised hieroglyphics and eyes on
side. The burial chamber also contained a quantity of broken early Middle Kingdom pottery. From the
other  chamber came a small  cup of  black slate  of form (2-3 cms. high) of Vth dynasty date and an
alabaster inscribed headrest. 

HMK. 6. 

Grave. Shallow rectangular pit made by throwing together the mouths of two late VIth dynasty 
shafts. The mud brick superstructure had coping stones of the Temenos wall of Mereruka built into it 
(figs. 51 and 52). 
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    IPIANKHU

Fig'. 54.

Fig. 53.

Fig. 55.

7

Fig. 52.

Fig. 51.

Throwing stick
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Burial. In rectangular wooden coffin with the usual prayer painted in blue down centre of 

lid and eyes on side. Name of person  
Body wrapped in a quantity of linen with traces of a cartonnage mask over head. Large fringed shawl                     
8 metres x1.45 over legs. 

Contents. - 
1. Wooden pillow (under head) painted in green, yellow, black and red.
2 Collar of faded faience cylindrical beads. 
3. Large copper mirror. 
4. Small copper mirror. 
5. Gilt wood hes vase. 
6. Anklets of cylindrical glazed beads. 
7. Bracelet of light and dark green cylindrical faience beads. 
8. A number of very small carnelian and lapis lazuli beads from a bracelet. 8 A. Amethyst 
scarab on silver wire (as pl. 45, D, 8). 
9. String of ball carnelian beads at neck separated by small green faience and gold beads.
9A. String of electrum hollow ball beads. 

        10  Long strings of amulets of glazed steatite and carnelian (pl. 3 6). 
          11  Silver head ornament with faience and stone inlay (pl. 3 7, C). 

   12. Long cylindrical carnelian beads. 

i. Lapis lazuli scarab.

 ii. Carnelian scaraboid. 

HMK. 26. 

Grave. Large pit ending in chamber on S. side at about 9 m. 30. This is probably the 
burial chamber of Satinteti. At about 3.3 metres from the mouth of the shaft and in the same direction a second 
burial chamber had been cut, containing (fig. 53). 

Burials. Three coffins A, B, C. 

The centre coffin C is much later (late M. K.) as under it were the figures of sailors which had fallen from the
boat on coffin B. Coffin 

A had been opened and pieces of the alabaster headrest lay outside it (pl. 14 , E, 7).  Burial was somewhat
disturbed  but lay head N. on L. side. Name  

Coffin B. The heavy outside coffin had almost disappeared owing to decay. The inner coffin was covered with

columns of text in cursive hieroglyphs. Burial was on L. side head N. (fig. 54). 

Contents. 

Coffin B. Mummy wrapped in masses of linen with mask of cartonnage over head and shoulders. 

Sticks, bows, and bent staff or boomerang at side of body. Alabaster pillow with ink inscription (pl. , E, 5) 
(fig. 55). 

In a recess under coffin B was a canopic box which however only contained a bowl and a quantity of potsherds.
The canopic box of coffin A. stood on it having possibly been placed in this position when the third burial C was
made. 
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The following figures and models were found with the coffins : 

With coffin A. Two statuettes of Ipi'ankhu. 

Two female offering bearers. 
With Coffin B. Four boats on coffin and on floor, all much decayed. 

a. Sailing boat. Crew seated. 
b. Rowing boat. Crew paddling with one arm raised. 
c. Sailing boat. Crew standing to hoist sail. 
d. Larger sailing boat, only one sailor remains. 

i. Copper mast caps. 

ii Scribe probably from a granary; writing board with amounts of grain. 

iii  Man carrying a grain measure. 

iv. Four female offering bearers. 

v. Male offering bearer. 

vi. Group of pottery (fig. 56).

The mummy of Ipi'ankhu from coffin B was unrolled by Dr. D. E. Derry, chief lecturer in Anatomy to the
Medical School of Kasr el Aini. 

The body was wrapped in a large outer shawl with a piece of fine fringed linen over the feet. Under a
small shawl were many horizontal turns of bandage from head to feet. Next a strip of linen holding in
position a second large shawl. Several small napkins folded as pads were placed next body, the inside of
the body being filled with similar pads, with twisted strips of linen ending in a pad over knee. 

 Fig 56

The following objects were found on the body (pl. 34, A) 

Collar of green glazed steatite beads, gilt wood clasps. 
hes vase amulet of gilt wood on chest. 
Anklet of blue faience beads. 
Half-moon shaped piece of wood gilt in right hand. 
Barrel shaped carnelian bead on string in left hand. 
Blue faience bead bracelets similar to the anklets on both wrists. 
Copper bracelet on L. wrist. 
Strip of gilt copper pierced at both ends as armlet on right arm. 
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HMK. 30. 

Tomb of Gemniemhet (pl. 22 A, B, C, D). Stela (pl  27 B).  

This tomb has, unlike the burial of Ipi`ankhu, suffered no disturbance beyond that caused by natural decay. 

Grave. An older shaft appears to have been reused, but the chamber was specially cut as in No. 26. 
The door was closed with mud bricks 40x20x15 cms. Burial chamber was half filled by the outer wooden 
coffin which lay against the west wall (pl. 22 , B ; pl. 23 , A, B) (figs. 57 and 58). 

Fig 57 Fig 58

The arrangement of the various models in the tomb chamber can be seen from fig. 57 and the photograph on      
pl. 22.  

Burial was on L. side head N. in an inner coffin of fine cedar (pl. 24, A,B; pl. 25, A,B; pl. 26, A, B, C). 

Contents of funerary chamber.- 

1. Boat, crew of twenty (16 paddlers, 3 standing figures, 1 seated figure). Steering oar, mast with yard. 
2. Boat crew of thirteen (10  oarsmen, 1 look-out or leadsman, helmsmen). Steering oar,  masts at side. 
3. Boat crew of eight (4 standing, 4. seated). Mast with 2 yards. 

     4  Boat. Six standing figures (4 seated, 1 boy). Mast, 2 yards, steering oar. 
All  these boats were completely decayed nothing remaining of the hulls, which were made of inferior wood,

except a brown powder. The masts oars and crew lay as they fell from the boats.
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5.
6. Piece of sandstone for sharpening tools.Beer making, meat drying in room in upper storey (pl. 2 8, A, B ).
7. Granary (pl. 3o, A,B).
8. Killing ox roasting goose baking bread (pl. 31, A,B)
9. Weaving and spinning (pl. 31, G).
10  Potter carpenter and metal worker. Carpenter's tool box (pl. 9, C).
10A. Barber and his assistant. Flax workers (pl. s8, C).
11. Boat with crew complete has escaped decay owing to its not having been placed on the
floor (pl. 29, A).

12 Two statuettes of Gemni. name on base(pl. 29. B).

13. Two women bearing offerings (pl. 29, B).
14   Large bowl of red ware containing bones of veal. 
15. Smaller bowl of red ware.
16   Saucer of red ware.

17   17 a. Jars (fig. 59).
18-21. Jars sealed with  mud.
22. Canopic box with four internal divisions containing
traces of linen bags or packets in which the intestines and
internal organs  of the mummy had been wrapped.

The mummy of Gemni was unwrapped by Dr. D. E.Derry.
The whole mummy was wrapped outside in a thin sheet with a thick
shawl next it and had a painted cartonnage over head and shoulders (pl. 2 7, A). Then followed a series of horizontal
bandages over a large shawl enveloping the mummy from shoulders to feet.

Five folded shawls from front of body.
Mass of fringe from linen shawl at feet.
Bandages knotted round body over several folded shawls. Two long folded sheets at sides of body.
Another long folded shawl from head to feet.
Knotted bandages.
Another large shawl around body from head to feet.
Several small napkins folded and used as pads in front of body, and folded napkin of fine linen over 
abdomen.
Large shawl length of legs.
Thin resin-smeared bandages over body and limbs, the limbs being separately wrapped in strips of resined
linen.
The inside of the body was filled with rolls and pads of linen replacing the internal organs.
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Upon the mummy were the following ornaments :

1.  Large collar of green glazed steatite beads with carnelian pendants and gilt wood clasps or
fasteners (pl. 97, G).
2.  Semi circular piece of gilt wood in palm of right hand (pl. s7, , 3).
3.  Bracelet of green glazed steatite heads on L. wrist (pl. 27, C, 2 ).
4.  Carnelian bead on string on back of L. wrist (pl. 97, CG, bi).
5   Hes jar of gilt wood on chest next skin (pl. a7, C,3).
6   Around neck. Gilt wood ball beads (pl. 7, G, ).
7.  String of carnelian and green glazed steatite beads as shewn on neck of cartonnage mask        
(pl.2 7,G, pl. 7, A).

The coffin contained :
8. Alabaster headrest ( as pl. +i, 5).

     9  A series of sticks and bows including a stick, probably a measuring rod, carved to imitate a reed ( fig. 6o).
10 . A boomerang or ceremonial staff (fig. 6o).

HMK. 37.

Pit and end chamber tomb.
Rectangular coffin with painted inscription in blue eyes at side of coffin, Name of coffin                    

( see stela found near).
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 . HMK. 40. 

Deep VIth dynasty pit which has been reused by removing burial in lower chamber and cutting a new
burial chamber on N. side of the pit. This chamber encountered another shaft of the Old Kingdom which had to
be roofed with six limestone slabs.

Inside the burial chamber was the coffin  of                        much de cayed but decorated inside with

finely painted representations of offerings etc. This was inside an outer coffin of thick wood.

Burial. On L. side head N. 

Contents. At side of coffin : 

1. Five saucers of red ware and other pottery.
2. Remains of a boat.
3. Remains of a statuette of Seneny.
4. Alabaster headrest under head in coffin.
5. Large bowl with bones of veal.

6. Fragments of canopic box in recess near entrance of chamber.
I

HMK. 68.

Group of models but no burial.
Killing ox, cooking goose, making bread,    baking in oven.

HMK. 63.

In mouth of Old Kingdom shaft.
Yellow painted rectangular coflin, burial head N. 

HMK. 69 (pl. 32, A, B

).

Rectangular pit with recess in floor roofed atdepth of 70 cms. with limestone slabs. Models of offering bearers, 
much decayed, between wall of recess and coffin. Jar and dish of red ware on lid of coffin ( fig. 61).

Coffin bears incised inscription painted blue name Ipihersesenbef. Eyes painted on side of coffin. Interior painted 
with representations of offerings and inscribed with texts in cursive hieroglyphics. On opening coffin, the burial 
was found lying on L. side head N. Cartonnage head piece painted blue black and gold. Two sticks and bows lay 
with the mummy. One bow had been sawn in two. On the neck and chest was a collar of black and. blue cylindrical 
faience beads with lozenge shaped blue faience pendants (pl. 32, G; pl. 34, B).

On chest hes vase of gilt wood bracelets of blue and black faience beads on wrists and anklets.
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HMK. 90.

Burial in shaft of an Old Kingdom grave 20 metres from surface.
Rectangular yellow painted wooden coffin of later M.K. type much decayed. Eyes at side and      

inscription painted in black. Name

Skeleton lay on L. side, head N. wooden pillow under head.

HMK. 112

Rectangular veneered coffin with inscription in blue, name
Bowl of red ware at side of coffin.

HMK. 120.

Fragments of rectangular coffin with wood veneer. Inscription painted in blue outlined with black  Name:

  HMK  125.

Similar burial in old VI dynasty pit. Completely decayed coffin as 120,   eyes in black and white at 

side. Inscription in white hieroglyphs outlined with black, name

HMK. 130.

Burial in reused Old Kingdom tomb but new chamber cut on S. side. Rectangular wooden 
coffin completely decayed : inlaid white stone eyes.
Burial on L. side head N. Cartonnage mask. On chest of mummy remains of a collar of white

cylindrical steatite beads with carnelian leaf shaped pendants.

Contents :

i. Copper model tools axe and adze probably from a model carpenter's shop or tool chest.

ii. Coper mast tip

iii Group of pottery.

Iv Four limestone canopic jars.

HMK. 140.

Old Kingdom pit reused, the chamber having been enlarged ( fig. 62).

Burials. Two : 
A. Rectangular coffin. Inscription of blue filled incised hieroglyphs on side of coffin.  Interior list of offerings. 
table of offerings and false door of which only faint traces outlined in black remain. 

Name

Burial completely crushed, traces of cartonnage mask over skull and collar of green glazed steatite 

cylindrical beads
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 .

B. Coffin similar to A but even more destroyed by decay and plundering. There were remains of a
wooden headrest and a quantity of green glazed steatite cylindrical beads with gilt fastener

from a collar. Name

Fig. 62 Fig. 63. 

HMK. 159.

Shaft with small recess at S. end and chamber at N. end, probably an OK  tomb reused and adapted 

( fig. 63).

Burial. Rectangular wooden coflin partly dragged out into the shaft. Inscription in blue. 

Name:  

In the recess at the south side of the shaft were the following models very much damaged by

damp :

1. Boat with eight oarsmen, female passengers in cabin.
9. Similar boat. • 
3. Kitchen scene bread and beer making, butcher, etc:
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6.- BURIALS OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM

(XIIth DYNASTY).

TOMBS OF HETEP AND IHY.

The burials in heavy rectangular coffins with inner coffins of the same shape accompanied by models
of boats, granaries, offering bearers and so on, represent the normal burial of the feudal and middle classes
in the Xth and XJth dynasties. The system lasted on (but not as a rule for burials of important people) into
the Middle Kingdom, but it is not the typical Middle Kingdom manner of burial. The Heracleopolitan
system developed out of the type of late Old Kingdom tomb which contained models. in limestone of
servants and cooks. The later, or Middle Kingdom system, seems to dispense with the idea that the coffin
is a model house and had to be surrounded with model granaries, kitchens, boats and servants. Even the
texts on the coffins tend to disappear and the impression is given that the welfare of the dead was assured
by a priesthood or by the repetition of certain essential formulae at the time of the burial rather than by the
models and texts which perhaps made the dead independent of a cult difficult to ensure in a disturbed age
such as the period of the IXth, Xth and XIth dynasties. It is possible that the models represent gifts sent
by the various companies of workmen and servants to represent themselves at the funeral and that this
custom died out when society was reconstituted at the beginning of the Middle Kingdom. The way the
models are piled in the funerary chambers suggests that they had once been set out in a more orderly way
perhaps around the coffin as representing a miniature house of the deceased or during a lying in state in a
temporary tent or building.

In the Middle Kingdom the court  seems to have set  the fashion for a different type of coffin and
funerary equipment and owing to the nearness of Saqqara to Dahsur and Lisht it is not surprising to find
graves of this type in this cemetery. These burials chiefly, it would seem, of women, are still using the
older pits, cutting a fresh chamber at a higher level than the old one. The coffins are double. The large
outer one has a rounded top like the stone sarcophagi of the V[ dynasty. The inner coffin is rectangular or
anthropoid. Later in the period the outer coffin is painted externally to represent a house, but the outer
coffins of the earlier of the XII" dynasty are severe in type, smeared with resin and evidently regarded
only as a means of protecting the inner coffin of fine cedar. The dead are often buried with real instead of
funerary jewelry. The staves and sticks are broken and carefully mended, the rough breaking or sawing
through of the wood becoming a neat joint carefully pegged together.

BURIAL 30 .
Skeleton of child extended on back head N. in remains of rectangular wooden coffin.

Contents. 
1. At neck, necklace of hollow gold ball beads ( as pl. 35, A,2) (fig. 64). 
2.. Single carnelian barrel shaped bead.
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BURIAL 41.

Deep shaft with funerary chamber to South : entrance closed with two vertical slabs of stone with horizontal
slab over. Slab on west side has two circular holes in it. Inside slabs wall of mud bricks, one brick thick: The
burial is in a reused old Kingdom pit which goes deeper. The burial chamber is narrow being of same width as the
pit ( fig. 65 ).

Contents. Much decayed and crushed wooden coffin with rounded top. The coffin was covered with pitch or 

resin outside. The interior had been painted or plastered white and bore texts in vertical columns of red and black 

cursive hieroglyphics but this lining had fallen awayin small flakes and could not he preserved or the inscriptions 

copied. Name

Group of five pottery bottles on W. side of coffin. Red ware red painted (fig. 6 6).

The skeleton of a girl lay on back, head turned to L. side, head N. At pelvis (fig. 67):

1. Girdle of eight large silver cowrie shells connected by traces of leather. Linen beneath shells ( fig. 6 8 ).

2. At neck : Large flat silver shell suspended. from a necklace of small gold shells (pl.37, 4A, 6) (fig. 68).

3. At hands over pelvis a small leather bag containing a piece of resin.

4.   At wrists : Two small gold couchant lions with. green felspar and lapis lazuli ball heads.

The lions may have been the centre ornament of the bracelet (pl. 37, A, 3pl. 37, 1).
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5. Fragments of pink clay lions similar to above once covered with gold leaf and forming part of a bracelet of thin
gold ball beads with wooden cores.

6. Three strings of carnelian garnet and amethyst ball beads from a necklace (pl. 37, A, 3, 4,5).

BURIAL 11 8    (FIG. 6).

Shaft with side chamber containing small rectangular yellow painted wooden coffin resting on
stones against east wall. Coffin uninscribed.

Burial. - Of a child. At neck :
1. Collar of fine blue and green glazed faience cylindrical beads (pl. 35, A, 1). • Necklace of 
hollow gold ball beads (pl. 35, A, ).
3. At feet. Anklets of faience beads similar to those in collar (pl. 35, A, 3) Li. A few large 
hollow silver ball beads on a string.

BURIAL 129. A, B, C.

Pit and side chamber grave, the south side of the chamber having two other chambers cut in it ( fig. 69).
Burial A. in first chamber.
Skeleton on back head N. head turned towards L. shoulder, originally in a coffin of which only a cast in clay 

remains.
Burial B. in chamber on S. side of first chamber. Entrance closed with mud bricks with stone slabs behind.

Funerary chamber entirely filled with large uninscribed wooden coffin with rounded top painted with 
black bitumen or resin. On removing end of coffin it was found to contain an inner rectangular coffin of 
fine cedar. This inner coffin had a patch of gold leaf on the side with a pair of blue painted eyes. Edges of 
coffin were also painted blue.
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Burial.-. Skeleton of a female on back head N.

Contents - 1. At L. side four sticks which had been ceremonially cut through and jointed and
mended afresh in several places.

a. Alabaster vase with separate neck (pl. 4 5, G).
3. Collar of coloured stone faience and gold cylindrical beads and black stone pendants.
Burial C. Entrance to chamber closed with mud bricks. Chamber has recess on W. side.

Burial. On L. side knees slightly bent head N. traces of coffin. 

Contents.  1.     Collar of cylindrical glazed beads in six or eight rows.
2.        Jar of red ware.
3-4.    Small jars of red ware. 
5-6.     Two much decayed sticks.

BURIAL IN SHAFT 206.

6 metres due South of door of Chapel of Mereruka. Pit and end 
chamber grave ( fig. 7 o).

Burial. Of a child on R. side head N. Traces of coffin. 

Contents. - 

1. At neck string of minute gold beads separating a number of petal shaped pendants of gold              

(pl. 35, 1, 3).

2 Plaques of gold, embossed roughly to shape of sign     (pl. 35, B, 1). 
•

3. Number of long barrel shaped gold beads alternating with carnelian beads (pl. 35, B, 3).

TOMB OF HETEP (PL. 40, A; FIGS. 71, 72).

This chapel is built against the south exterior wall of Kagemni with materials taken from it and from the mastaba
of the I dynasty immediately to the east. Hetep was clearly building his tomb in an old cemetery which had been
cleared somewhat  earlier  and in which burials  were still  being made in his  own time.  He placed his funerary
chamber as far as possible in undisturbed ground close to the Temenos wall of the Pyramid, connecting it with his
chapel by means of a long tunnel (roofed wherever it encountered earlier pits) opening into a shaft in the pillared
court of his Chapel. Moreover he built a temenos wall of mud brick to protect his chapel at about 1.5 metres from
it, this wall, like the chapel itself, being built over the late VI dynasty pits and, on the eastern side, on the lower
course of the Ih dynasty mastaba the stone from which he had utilized.

The chapel reproduces in miniature a Royal tomb chapel of the preceding age.  It  is entered from the east. A
pillared court or cloister has a rectangular basin in the centre either to take
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the base of a small obelisk for libations, or, the centre of the court being open to the sky, to collect water from the
pavement. The roof seems to have been provided with a parapet with a rounded coping from which projected one
or more spouts to carry off rainwater. A fragment of an architrave, or of a frieze running round the cornice of the
building hears the cartouche of Amenemhet I (pl. 9o, A, B) and that of Teti and the name of the Pyramid of the
latter. Internally  the walls of the pillared  hall were decorated with reliefs of fishing scenes inspired by those in the

 Chapel  of  Kagemni,  while  outside,  the
angles  of  the  Chapel  were  carved  with
representations  of  Hetep  which  have  been
erased when later burials were made at this
place. A door in the south-west angle of the
hall led to a room or passage running north
and south from which opened two rooms or
niches closed by doors and approached by
three steps and containing to seated statues
of Hetep, one of limestone and the other of
black granite,  still  in  position (pl.  4  o,  C,
D ). A door in the passage to the north led to
a room or chapel in which once stood the
stela with a limestone offering table before
it.  The  stela  has  disappeared  but  the
arrangement  is  quite  clear  from  the  well
preserved chapel of lhy immediately to the
west. 

In the centre of the pillared court a shaft led to the horizontal tunnel leading south to the burial chamber. The mouth
of this shaft was recessed ( pl. 4 o, A) to take the slab which closed it and the floor at the bottom of the pit was
paved with pieces of stele taken from the older tombs of the cemetery. T'he tunnel is about 1 bi  metres long and
ends in a narrow rectangular chamber (fig. 71) with a built limestone recess in the floor, forming the sarcophagus,
within which lay the fragments of the lid. On the east side of the south end of this sarcophagus was a built recess
with a lid for the canopic jars. The walls of the chamber are lined with limestone slabs about 1 cms. thick, but this
lining has almost entirely been torn down. There were faint but quite illegible traces of text on some of the slabs in
the east wall in red and black cursive hieroglyphs. Near the ceiling were two holes 15 cms. square stopped with
stone plugs cut to fit them : these holes may
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have served to take the ends of a wooden beam used for supporting the tackle which lowered the limestone 
sarcophagus lid into its final position.

The position of the statue shows a great change from that usual in the Old Kingdom  –   it is no longer concealed 
in a serdab, it is the actual occupant of the chapel as in the Mastaba of Mera and as in the Pyramid Temple of Teti, 
the statues were in niches once closed by doors, but no other concealment was attempted.

In the debris in one of the older pits under the floor of the pillared court of this tomb were two blue faience
rectangular  tablets  and  one  of  alabaster  with  hieratic  inscription.  These  appear  to  have  formed  part  of  the
foundation deposit of the tomb an unusual thing in the case of a private individual.

TOMB OF IHY PL. 16, B; PL. 39, A, B; PL. 54; FIG. 73).

This is almost a repetition of that of Hetep and lies immediately to the west of it. It is separated from the tomb of
Thethu by a narrow street, only just sufficient to give access to the offering place

\

of that Mastaba. That the tomb of lhy follows that of Hetep is clear from the fact that the east wall of the pillared
court  was only of  half  thickness  and was never  dressed smooth externally  being built  against  the  mud brick
temenos wall of Hetep.

The walls of the pillared hall of Ihy bore no reliefs. Both the statues were of limestone with inscriptions in blue
filled hieroglyphs and were exactly like the larger statue of Hetep. They were broken in pieces by Arab quarry men

who have left graffiti in charcoal on the walls of the statue chambers. The stela however is intact together with the reliefs on

the side walls of its chapel and can be compared with the stela of Thethu of the VI" dynasty immediately to the west. The

walls  of  the  whole  chapel  are  of  the same fine white  limestone as  was used  in  the  chapel  of  Hetep  the blocks  being

occasionally held together with wooden dove-tailed clamps. The pillared hall had the same square recess for libations or

drainage (or possibly for the insertion of an obelisk) which has been noticed in the hall of Hetep. A shaft from this hall led

southward to the funerary chamber. The shape and arrangment differed from that of Hetep in that there was no sarcophagus

let into the floor but only a recess. The east wall of the chamber was covered with representations of the facade of a house

with doors, offerings on an altar, offerings, bows and ceremonial staves. At the south end of the chamber the wall had traces

of text in cursive red and black hieroglyphs with representations of sandals and pillars. On the west wall of which only half

was at all preserved were fifteen columns of text with representations of collars and necklace above.

The walls had been broken through and defaced and the pictures and text on the limestone surface were only faintly

visible
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